
Title: We Are All Armenian Launch 

Number: V120 

Date/Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm on Wednesday March 8, 2023 

Location: Virtual 

 

Event Description 

A conversation among several contributors and the editor of "We Are All 

Armenian: Voices from the Diaspora" an anthology of creative nonfiction by 

diasporic Armenian writers published by University of Texas Press in March 2023.  

 

Book Description 

In the century since the Armenian Genocide, Armenian survivors and their 

descendants have written of a vast range of experiences using storytelling and 

activism, two important aspects of Armenian culture. Wrestling with questions of 

home and self, diasporan Armenian writers bear the burden of repeatedly telling 

their history, as it remains widely erased and obfuscated. Telling this history 

requires a tangled balance of contextualizing the past and reporting on the present, 

of respecting a culture even while feeling lost within it.  

We Are All Armenian brings together established and emerging Armenian authors 

to reflect on the complications of Armenian ethnic identity today. These personal 

essays elevate diasporic voices that have been historically silenced inside and 

outside of their communities, including queer, multiracial, and multiethnic writers. 

The eighteen contributors to this contemporary anthology explore issues of 

displacement, assimilation, inheritance, and broader definitions of home. Through 

engaging creative nonfiction, many of them question what it is to be Armenian 

enough inside an often-unacknowledged community.  

 

 

Event Moderator 

Aram Mrjoian is a writer, editor, instructor, and PhD student at Florida State 

University. He is an editor-at-large at Chicago Review of Books, an interviews 

editor at the Southeast Review, and the assistant managing editor at TriQuarterly.  

 

Event Participants: 

 

Nancy Kricorian is the author of the novels Zabelle, Dreams of Bread and Fire, 

and All the Light There Was. Her essays and poems have appeared in The Los 

Angeles Review of Books Quarterly, Guernica, Parnassus, Minnesota Review, The 



Mississippi Review and other journals. She has taught at Barnard, Columbia, 

Rutgers, Yale, and New York University, as well as in the New York City Public 

Schools with Teachers and Writers Collaborative and in Birzeit for the Palestine 

Writing Workshop. She is currently working on a novel about Armenians in Beirut 

during the Lebanese Civil War.  

 
Although she has spent the bulk of her career working in the Middle East, Scout 

Tufankjian is best known for her work documenting both of Barack Obama’s 

presidential campaigns. Her book on the 2007–2008 campaign, Yes We Can: 

Barack Obama’s History-Making Presidential Campaign, was a New York Times 

and LA Times best seller. Her second book, There Is Only the Earth: Images from 

the Armenian Diaspora Project, is the culmination of six years documenting 

Armenian communities in over twenty different countries. More recently, she has 

worked for the HALO Trust in Nagorno-Karabakh and Angola, and has served as a 

temporary acting director of the Committee to Protect Journalists’ Emergency 

Response Team. She is a two-time TUMO Workshop leader, in Yerevan and 

Stepanakert, and continues to work as a freelance photographer and as a consultant 

for both RISC Training and the Committee to Protect Journalists. 

 
The editor in chief and cofounder of Hyperallergic, Hrag Vartanian is an editor, 

art critic, curator, and lecturer on contemporary art with an expertise on the 

intersection of art and politics. 

 

Raffi Joe Wartanian is a writer, musician, and educator who teaches writing at 

UCLA. His essays have appeared in The New York Times, Los Angeles Review of 

Books, Outside Magazine, Lapham's Quarterly, The Baltimore Sun, Miami 

Herald, and elsewhere. As a musician, Raffi has released two albums of original 

music -- Critical Distance (2019) and Pushkin Street (2013) -- and is currently 

developing a collection of compositions on the oud.  

 

Moderator Questions: 

1. You all wrote original works for this book. How did you decide on things 

like scope, subject matter, approach, etc.? 

2. Did you all deal with concerns, struggles, fears while writing your essays? 

3. Nancy’s Question for group – what do we do to act and feel Armenian? 

4. We’re all artists across disciplines. This is an anthology of creative 

nonfiction, but I’m wondering if we can talk about our other creative work 

and where there’s crossover. How it all kind of flows together.  



5. What have you taken from the book so far? From other perspectives and 

experiences? 

 

 


